
GREAT US! Musk’s Firm under Investigation for Animal Testing. None for
Manmade SARS-Cov-2 or Dangerous mRNA Vaccines on Humans

Description

To develop vaccines or biological weapons, primates in the BSL-4 laboratories of Fort Detrick
managed by Pentagon contractor Bethesda can be infected with all kinds of lethal laboratory-enhanced
coronaviruses, because Anthony Fauci decided so.

X-rays of the lungs of macaques infected with CoronaVirus Mers in an experiment at Fort
Detrick (USA)

The USAID government agency with the advice of the military agencies DTRA, DARPA and the CIA
counterintelligence can finance, together with NHS, NIAID and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation,
any kind of dangerous biological experiment with the enhancement of coronaviruses through the Gain
of Function ( GOF) to create various genotypes of artificial SARS-Cov-2.

Humans can also be given anti-Covid boosters, more dangerous than monovalent, and tested only on
mice by the American Big Pharma pfizer and Moderna.

The military agency DARPA can launch human neurocerebral control projects and the president of
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the World Economic Forum Klaus Schwab can argue that microchipping children is an acceptable
solution to health and social control.

While if Elon Musk experiments on primates by inserting microchips for neurocerebral control, 
he ends up under federal investigation.

This is the US, guys!

Which can sabotage Venezuela’s power plants with cyber attacks and bomb Syria at will but then cry
foul if Russia intervenes in Ukraine in defense of the pro-Russian populations of Donbass, victims of a
genocide caused by the neo-Nazi paramilitaries in the service of the Kiev regime established after the
NATO coup…

Neuralink under Federal Investigation for Animal Testing Practices

By Andrea Park for Fierce Biotech – All links to Gospa News articles have been added aftermath

Months after Neuralink shot down allegations of “horrific abuse” in its animal testing practices, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s (USDA’s) inspector general has reportedly opened an investigation into the
accusations against Elon Musk’s brain-computer interface company.
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